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Take Bac t e
educates on sex
By Shane Greenfarb and
Anna Kaufmann
staff writers
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Sworn In: After
Eri
authoff wa
elected to the office of GA pr id nt in the pring of
200 I, h aring vere h d regarding hi "personal conduct a a tudent." The po ition wa ub quentJ..:
deem d vacant, and Brian unez va officially om
in a the 200) -2002 GA pr ident on cpt. 10.
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them aware of sexual assault and attacks and encouraged
victims to report their assaults, reassuring everyone that
no matter if drugs or alcohol arc involved, it is not your
fault. Cretzmeyer shared her belief that there is a much
bigger sexual assault problem on college campuses than
the majority of students, parents and faculty are aware.
A short skit was present d by Alpha Kappa Alpha, a
sorority here at CCU, with help from Ralshon Dougla ,
hinethia V Kollock prean RA in Waccamaw Hall
sented tati tics about rape throughout the world, that it
not only happens in college campuses, but among families.
Traci Greene, a member of the ororit)~ aid, "As
friends, be rC'ipon ive, give them power when their
power is taken awav."
The strongest a~pect of the event was a speech given
b T Lakena Abner. Abner, the Senior RA in Waccamaw
Hall, began with a poem and read a story about a young
girl who was molested by a member of the family. vVith
great strength and amazing confidence, Abner revealed
that she was the young girl who had forever lost her
innocence. he delivered a powerful, moving message
and emphasized the point of bing true to your elf.
Being the organizer of the program, Abner's presence
gave the night the everlasting impact it needed.
Following the speakers and presentations, the crowd
was invited to attend a candle light vigil in the EHFA
courtyard, ending the night in silence and prayer.. With
a message sent out into the night that awareness IS present and despite the silence, the word will be spread and
voices will be heard.
For further information, consultation or counseling,
contact The V\'omen's Advocacv Center, at 1-843-3492900 or www.coastal.edu/wome~sadvocacv.
Special thanks to Lakena Abner for he~ permission to
reprint her story in The Cha1lticleer.

Grand Strand
Community

Against Rape
Help when you need it most.

Office:
(843) 448-3180
Hodine (24 hrs):
(843) 448-RAPE
(7273)
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D'backs managed orne home field heroic to win
the 97th World cries.
George
DECEMBER 200 I Harrison dies:
The legendary guitarist who wa once a member of the Beatie died
after a long battle with cancer. Harrison was the econd Beatie to pass awa ' since the group broke up,
and he is fondly remembered b T family, friend a~d
fans. "He was a lovel ' gu . and a very brave man and
had a wonderful nse of humor," Paul McC artne '
said of Harnson. "He was reaIlv just my bab ' brother."
CCU Soccer: I thad
been ix years ince
Coastal's men's soccer
team made it past the
first round of the Big
South
Conference
~ ~
Championship Tournament, ~..
but in 200 I they won it all,
including a bid to the
NCAA Tournament. Four
Coastal
player
were
named to the all-tournament team, and although
they lost to Seton Hall in
the' first round of the
NCAA tour.ney, they
achieved their season .long goal of wInning ?>
Il/lOto Iry }e1l11
the
Big
South Joseph 1 19wenya dribbles the ball
Conference.
down the field.
Dave Thomas
Dies: The beloved
founder
of
Wendy's pa sed away from liver cancer at the age of
69. Thomas wa not only well-known for hi hamburgers and commercials, but for his philan~ropic
nature when it came to adoption and underprivileged
children. College students grew up with him, and like
Jack Schuessler, the chairman and CEO of Wendy's
International, Inc., said, "Dave was our patriarch, a
great, big lovable man." The loss of Thomas will be
felt.
SC Lottery: The outh Carolina Education lottery
officially began, and ticket sales in the first day alone
added up to over $1 million. The lottery operates
from eight cents from every dollar with the remainder
used for the education fund. Governor Jim Hodges
hopes that the games will pump over $150 million
into education this year.
Homecoming:
FEBRUARY 2002 A week long celebration
that
included everything from comedians to the annual
step and talent show ended in history at CCU. Boris
Menier was crowned king and Candice Mickle was
crowned queen, the first time in Coastal hist?ry that
minorities received both honors. The Kappa Alpha
Psi fraternity won the step show, and Brian Nunez

JANUARY

won the talent competition.
Sigma u: In an official state.
ment from the Office of tudent
Activities, it was stated
that the High Council
./ .
of the
Sigma
u
Fraten ity voted to supend the charter of the
Mu Ep ilon chapter at
Carolina
Coastal
lJniversity. The Mu Epsilon chapter lost all privileges
of operating a an offi ial chapter of the Sigma 'u
fraternity.
·Olympics: I n one of the mo t controv 'r ial and
succe sful Winter Games in history, Amencans fared
bett r than they ever have befor . Athletes such a
Sarah Hughes,'" Apolo Anton Ohno, the American
snowboarder, Jim hea, the women bobsledder,
Den:k Parra among counties others ro e to the
ranks of superstardom for a few short weeks. In the
end, the American won 34 medals, e and only to
German ,'s 35.
S
G
A
MARCH 2002 Elections: A cIo e
race between three
candidates for SGA president eventually ended with
current pr ident Brian un z edging out Jenni~ r
Overholt for the job. It was the first time that 1 unez
wa actuall, elected to offi e despite alread serving a
term.
hawn Passwaters
remained vice-pr~sident,
Devra Blanden will be
returning as secretary and
Jason Adams \vill take
over for Overholt as treasurer.
Students
Giving
Back: The week long benefit to raise money for
I !\eLeod's
Children'S
Ho pital, coordinated by
STAR, wa a huge uccess.
They raised a total of
$2,250, near!, $2,000
more
than in pre\'ious
Eric Teague gets a little messy
years. Sororities and frawith the tie-dye.
ternities also got in on the
action, helping with the bene Jt for. McLeod's but
also ponsoring events of th ir own in order to give
back to the Hoiry County community.
Erase
the
APRIL 2002 Hate: A month
long event to mak
people aware of the presence of hate based on race, sex,
exual orientation, age and religion b gan. The
DiverSity Club worked to raise money to bring guest
speakers~ events and project that would bring people
from all different backgrounds to the CCU campus to
celebrate differences and educate the public so that
hate crimes and hate speech is nded here at Coastal.
College Basketball: The University of
Connecticut's women's basketball team went 39-0 in a
perfect season that ended with the NCAA
Championship and the title of one of the greatest collegiate teams to ever play. The Maryland Terrapins
beat the Cinderella team of Indiana to win the NCAA
title in men's college basketball.
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Letters to the editor and submissions are welcome
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I) 3/21/02: Incident type-Breaking and
entering. Between 5:30 p.m. on March 20
and 9 a.m. on the 21, an unknown person(s)
entered the registrar's office by using a key
and then somehow gained entry to a locked
desk drawer. The complainant stated that
nothing was missing and no damage was done
but that the desk drawers of three other faculty and staff members were broken into during
the same time. Upon further investigation, it
was concluded that nothing was missing and
no damage was done.

6) 3/27/02: Incident type-Vandalism to
automobile. The complainant stated that
between 10 p.m. on the 26 and 8 a.m. on th
27. someone vandalized her car while it was
parked in the Santee Hall lot. When she
returned to her vehicle. she discovered that
her hood was dented and there were two dents
on the driver's side above the tired. The complainant stated that person(s) unknown probably stood or jumped on the hood and hit th
side and front with their fist or ki ed it.
Estimated damage is approximate $300.

2) 3/21/02: Incident type-Bad check. On
Dec. 12, 200 1, the subject presented a personal check for $159 that has since then been
returned by L'1e bank for insufficient funds.
The check was for tuition costs, and a return
check fee of $25 has been added to the total.

7) 3128/02: Incident type-Malicious damage 0 automobile. Between 8:30 and 9:30
a.m. on March 14, a CC
studen told
CCUPD that while parked on campus, h dicovered that the right rear door was dented
when he returned from class. It appeared that
person(s) unknown damaged the door "'rith
'Some type of object. Estimated damage is
approximatel $700.

3) 3/21/02: Incident type-Bad check. On
Nov. 21, 2001, the subject presented a check
in the amount of $457.41 to the Bursar's
Office in order to pay tuition. The check was
returned by the bank due to insufficient
funds, and ~ check return fee of $25 has been
added to the total.
4) 3/22/02: Incident type-Emergency call
box activation. At approximately 1:05 p.m,
the call box at the Wall Bridge wu activated.
Upon arrival, there were some young children
at the bridge, present for a math contest being
held at the university, who denied activating
the alarm. The alarm was reset.
5) 3/25/02: Incident type-Larceny of a
purse. Between 11: 15 and 11 :45 a.m. on the
24, a student was eating lunch at the
Commons when she placed her purse on her
tray When she went to empty her tray. she
discovpred that her pocketbook was missing.
The complainant stated that the purse was
black leather and contained her driver's
license, a Wachovia Credit Card, Goody Card,
student ID card. dorm key and one $ I 0 bill.
The complainant stated that she cancelled all
credit cards.

8) 3/28/02: Incident type-Vandalism to
automobilellarceny of CD pIa er. Between 10
and 11 :30 a.m., the complainant tated that
when she returned from class, the back door
driver's side windo ' was broken out Th n
person(s) unknown unlocked her doo and
went under the front passenger seat to open
her purse and steal $200 in cash .and a Sony
CD player that was located on the con ole.
9} 3/28/02: Incident type-Larceny of a
computer laptop. Between March 15 and
March 27. a computer laptop in the Science
Bldg. room 207 disappeared. The complainant stated hat person(s) unknown
entered the Computer Research Lab and too
one Dell Inspiron Computer laptop, serial
number unknown. The complainant also stated that it happened while he was on Spring
Break. There was no sign of forced entry to the
computer lab, and the estimated cost is
$3,200.

The Crime Log is compiled from police reports and interviews conducted by Nicole Service, assistant editor.
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Adventures in the Ellleraid Isle
By Erin Sportum-Esson
for The Chanticleer
It's called the Emerald Isle for good
rea on. Green. Everywhere. The land':
scape is absolutely breathtal ing, the hi tory is remarkable but yes, the weather IS
leave omething to be desired. But this
Spring Br ak, 1 1 student along \vith Or.
Case and hi fami!' spent an unforgettable 12 day in Ireland.
We pent our time hiking. vi iting
cathedrals. castles, forts, the easide,
abbeys. waterfalls, the Guinne Brewery
in Dubhn and of co se omc of the
thousands of pubs of I reland. We stood in
castles and monasterie that dated as far
back as the ninth century. making .us
wonder about all the things that could possibly have happened in the very spot on
which we tood.

Dr. Case (far left) took I I students to Ireland over the past

\Ve took a short trjp out to the altee
Islands, which are a couple of small, virtually undi turbed i lands just off the
coast of Ireland in the Celtic Sea. There
were rabbits everywhere (becau e what
el e do rabbi have to do when they 'r
stud on an i land?) and hundred of
eal that followed u up the coa t and
ba k to our boat.
E 'ery day h ld an ad 'entur or
something une 'pected that are now onl.
fond memori or a lea~ om thing 0
look back upon and laugh that brought
many stranger do r together and culmjnating to be the e. perience of a lifetime.
To go on n . t 'ear's trip. check out
Recreation
442 or contact Dr. Alan
photo I'roJ'ldcd ~, Erill sl'0rtuII-EasoT/
Case in the Rec Department @ 349Spring Break for a lnp of a lifetime.
2812 or alan@. coa tal.edu.

col

NBC News president speaks at
NEED SOME EXTRA STORAGE
Tufts on tnedia since Sept. 11 SPACE DURING SUMMER BREAK?
By Rachel Rubenson
Tufts U.
(U-WIRE) MEDFORD, Mass. - The
last time '81 alumnus Neal hapiro
entered the Coolidge Room, the year
was 1979, and he was a tudent journalist covering a ceremon ' for a Tuft
Universit' professor who won
the
Nobel Prize Thursda ' the NBC 1 !ew
president returned to Ballou to be honored him elf. hapiro received this
year's Light on the Hill award and
spoke afterward on "The News ince
9/11 ."
E 'actly s ven months after the
attacks on the \A/orld Trade Center and
the Pentagon, Shapiro said the news
has changed fundamcntall . On cpt.
10 Shapiro gave a speech in London in
which he told the audien e Americans
were not interested in foreign news.
Everything changed the next da '. and
the media e.-perienced a renewed interest in foreign affair.
"We're not going to slip back into
the days when O.}., Monica, and
Chandra were all we wrote about."
Shapiro said. "9/11 has accelerated a
world in which there are fewer and
fewer answers."
Sept. 11 made the job of being a

journalist more dangerous. as an estimated 100 journalists have been killed
in Afghanistan, he said. The public's
.view of the media also changed as it
watched intense news coverage in the
day following the attacks.
"Some of the glamour may be coming off this profession, and that may be
a good thing," Shapiro said.
According to Tuft Communit,
Union President Eric Greenberg, the
Light on the Hill award, presented
annually to a' distingui hed alumnus,
was given to two graduates in the journali'm field in part because of the
importal)t role the media ha played in
the world since ept. I I.
"1 eal Shapiro played a major role in
how ('veryon aw 9/ 11 and its aftermath," Greenberg said. "He has also
shown excellence in his field and maintained an excellent relationship with
Tufts."
hapiro maintained a positive outlook on the media industry throughout
his speech. He asserted network news
would not be replaced by the Int rnet
or cable stations any time soon and
spoke positively of media company
conglomerates, downplaying the existence of any conflicts of interest.

NORTH STATE

THEN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE NORTH
STATE STORAGE
SUMMER SPECIAL!
BRING YOUR

CCU ID

BY OUR OFFICE AND
RECEIVE $10 OFF
FIRST FUll
MONTH'S RENT.

4630 DICK POND
RD. (HWY. 544)

·.STORAGE

(843)293-9400
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Head of writing center is fo
9. thr e
hired M l'in.

By harabia Rogers
for The Chanticleer

aft r h r r dua lon,

For many tudent , finding a good job dir ctl.' a ter
college 1 nearl: impo ible goal, but fortunat Iv for
L
1el ,in, an unexpected opportunit' mad th
impo ible ecm
Mel in graduated from ( oa tal Carolina lJnh er it..'
this pa t 0 emb r 'ith a Ba helor of Art d r in
Engli h. Like oUlcr 011 g graduat . Lee did not
knO\ ' hat he ,va
oing to do after graduation.
However. he \'a informed that were' 'a an op ning
at Co a- tal for th
riting Center Coordinator, \ ,hi h
i hou d in the A ad mic Center. he appli d to th
Director of Acad mic
nter ervic , and on January

For Lease

au ndan

May 1 2002
5 min. to Coastal
3-yr-old, well maintained, 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom mobile home

INCLUDED:
All appliances, storage shed, privacy fence, landscape maintenance, trash removal, partially furnished
NON SMOKERS ONLY
$650 per month; $800 security deposit
Must be 21 or have legal duardian cosign

Please call 234-0512, leave message
All calls will be returned

CLASSIFIEDS
HOUSE FOR RE T:

Located trategi ally in
Myrtle Bach for Fall em ter only to an incoming fa ulty, taff, or any matur person. It has 3 br. 2 bathrooms,
living room, big family room,
dining room, kit h n, and a
storage room, whi h can be
u ed a a re ration room.
\'Vil leave a mu h of furniture as desired by the t nant.
Th'e rent will be $900-$1000
pm plus utilitie , and onemonth's depo it.
Absolutely 0 Pets.
Call (843) 449-1656
Advertise in The
Chanticleer clas ifieds
call. 349-23 0 or 349-2330
for details

CO DO FOR SALE AT
CAROLl A PI E
Unit BB2
2 Bedroom, I 1/2 Bath \ ith
Fireplace
Freshly Painted (Inside and
Out)
ew Vinyl Floor
ew Refrigerator and tove
Call Mar hall harrer, Jr.
( 43) 234-113

ROOMMATE WANTED
$250.00 per month (inc1ud
elect/wa ter)
on-Smoking and onDrinking
Looking for a mature female
to hare new SI\'\' in Conway
Plantation
Call Bew @ 283-2395

TED
LIFEGUARD
lORTH MYRTLE
BE

H,

C

vVILL TRAI
o EXPERlE CE
APPLY at

http·//\\'\ 'W.n b

li~

guard .com

ED
\ ork at home and h alth
fi ld
50 - 15
P
call B c Arnold,
-253-9735
1-

2 Bedroom, 2 Bath Condo in
FOR SALE- 99' r d 2-door
Honda Ci rj -E
Automatic, electric moon roo ,
10 ' mil age D/ urround
Air-conditioning.
12, 00.
Conta Don
916-9979

Bay Meadows
Second Floor-end unit overloo spool
Screened porch.

ear college.

Call Betty at 347-6411 or 248-9400
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• 2002 HONORS
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Tuesday,April 30, 7 p.m.
Wh eelwright Aud itori u m
Honoring The High Achievements Of Our Students
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• Faculty's Academic ExceHence Award
• Ronald D. Lackey Service Award
• Student Affairs Division Award

• Distinguished Teacher-Scholar Lecturer Award
• Distinguished Teacher of the Year Award
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MOVIE REVIEW:

By: Brian Martin! staff writer

entertainment- magazIne
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Cover: Alternative sports for the experimental athlete.

design by Candice James/ photo courtesy of Joe Singleton

Need Money?
Need to make some

(~xtrC1

bucks? Tired of having no
money to do the things you
want? W'ell, here~s your ch ..lnc:e

to

mak{~

sonle cashu.The Chanticleer is looking for ~1d seHer~.
Ifs simplel sell an ad to be
plt;l.ced in the ne\Vp<1per and
make 10% commission off the
sale. For nlore inforrnation
contact Reb(:~t:cC:1 rark(~r at
349~2]30

or e-Illail

chanticle(~r@coastal.edu
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KRT Photo i?)' Robcrt Zllckmna/ Touchstollc Picturt'
Patrick Warburton, Tim Allen. Ben Foster. Rene Russo and Zooey Deschanel are all tied up in Touchstone Pictures' new comedy. "Big Trouble ."

The lives of several people in Miami become
intertwined after a mysterious case carrying
what looks to be a garbage disposal arrives in
the city in "Big Trouble," a new comedy from
director Barry Sonnenfeld.
.
The plot of the film follows roughly a dozen
characters, each with very different lives, who
all end up in big trouble, as the title would
imply. The trouble comes from a number of
sources, including witless thugs, illegal arms
dealers, hired killers, some goats and, of course,
the strange case. Oh, and although the case's
content looks like a garbage disposal, it's actually a nuclear bomb.
"Big Trouble" is easily one of the wackiest
films that has come along in quite a while. It
seems like about fifty things are happening at
o n c e
throughout the
who I e
m ov ie,
and this is one of the biggest strengths of the
film. There is always something going on. One
character will do something that indirectly
affects another character, which leads to another character finding him or herself in an
absolutely ludicrous mess.
The characters in the film are all colorful
and hilarious, and none of them seem like they
would have met one another if not for the
strange situations depicted in the movie.
Seeing all these unlikely characters interact is
at the root if the movie's humor.
Tim Allen, having been relatively unfunny
in last year's "Joe Somebody," redeems himself
as Eliot Arnold, a former journalist struggling to
make a name for himself in advertising. He
gives a genuinely funny performance.
Rene Russo ("Lethal Weapon 4") is Anna
Herk, a Martha Stewart obsessed housewife,
whose loathsome husband Arthur, played by
Stanley Tucci ('1\ Midsummer Night's Dream"),
has been making crude advances toward their
foreign houseguest Nina, played by Colombian
actress Sofia Vergara. In the course of the
movie, Nina falls for Puggy (Jason Lee), a

BIG TROUBLE

homeless guy who live in a tree, when she mistakes him for Jesus.
I warned you it was wacky.
The cast is simply too large to praise everyone individually for their work
(Martha
Stewart even makes a unusual cameo appearance), but other noteworthy performances
include Dennis Farina ("Out of Sight") as a hitman, 10m Sizemore ("Black Hawk Down")
doing his best Michael Keaton impression as a
moronic impromptu terrorist and Janeane
Garofalo ("Mystery Men") and Patrick
Warburton (Puddy on "Seinfeld") as the quintessential "buddy cop duo." Omar Epps ("The
Mod Squad") and Dwight "Heavy D n Meyers
round out the cast as- two FBI agents. All bring
a unique brand of humor to the movie.
Sonnenfeld has shrugged off whatever
directing flaws created "Wild Wild West,"
returning to the quality of "Get Shorty." "Big
Trouble" is based on a book bv humor columnist Dave Barry, and the film perfectly displays
Barry's penchant for off-the-wall humor.
I think the film's foley people also deserve
praise. Many of the sound effects in the movie
are as laugh-inducing as any of the spoken dialogue. I would have never imagined the sound
of a goat rolling across the roof of a Ceo could
be so funny.
.
This film was originally scheduled for
release last September, but was delayed following the events of 9-1 1. While I understand the
reasons for this (besides the nuclear bomb,
there is a scene which pokes fun at airport security), I am disappointed that, as a result of the
delay, the film will probably not find a very big
audience.
.
In recent years, I have found myself increasingly less interested in comedy films. Thanks
to the success of the Farrelly brother films,
most recent comedies have relied on gross-out
toilet humor and shock value to get laughs,
throwing what I consider to be "real comedy"
out the window. "Big Trouble" goes a long way
in restoring my faith in the comedy movie. I
do not remember the last time I watched a
movie and laughed so .hard.
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Tony Hawl< Pro Sl<ater wor h
By Noah Byrne
staff writer
So you got about six drunk friends who
bored and annoying the hell out of lOU. VVhy
not toss Tony Hawk Pro Skater 3 in the old PS2
and allow them to rot their brains while they ober
up?
.
Oka., I know that THPS3 came out months ago.
I'm well aware, but I just couldn't resi t letting
everyd'ne know that thi game is the shiznap (don't
get mad that I used the word shiznap, fo' sheaz)~ .... alJ
right, I'll stop). The game, which is the third in tallment of he Tony Hawk eries, is a masterpiece.
The characters selection screen in this game is a
"Who's "Vho" of professional skating with likes of

month on CCU stage
By Nicole Service
assistant editor

emotionally and mentally
diverse trio finds their way
through the social inequalities
Most of us can only imag- of the 1960's that are based on
ine how complicated the life of phv icali ty. and by the end of
typical their journe,,'. they find a wa..:
even the most
Southern girl during the sL'ties to see past each other's looks
might
have ......._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--. alJ the wa'
been, but none
into
their
could
have
soul.
been
filled
VVri t te n
by
Jeanine
Wheelwri ht Auditorium
with
more
and
Tesori
twists
and
B
r
i
a
n
turns
than
April 26 and 27, 7:30 p.m. Crawley, the
that of Violet.
musical
is
I
n
April 28, 3 p.m.
with
filled
"Violet,"
a
sounds
of
musical that
$10
General
Admission
blues,
gospel
Coastal will
and bluegrass
$5 students under 18
produce later
with
rhyththis month, a
free for CCU students
mic
songs
young North
such
as
Carolina
directed
lry
Dr.
David
Bankston
"Ral'se
Me
woman
was
aCCidentally
Up" and "Let
disfigured by ' - - - - - - - - - - - -.... It
Sing"
her father when she was bare- blending with soulful ballads.
ly a teenager. Now, in 1964, It won Best Musical for the
she decides to go on a journey 1997 New York Drama Critics
to Tulsa, OK, where she hopes Circle, and it is sure to be a
to find a televangelist who crowd pleaser here as well.
"Violet" i~ showing on
supposedly has healing powApril 26 and. 27 at 7:30 p.m.
ers.
While on her bus trip and 28 at 3 p.m. in the
Auditorium.
halfway across the country, Wheelwright
Violet is befriended by two Admission is free for students.
soldiers, an arrogant white boy
Talkin' Broadway contributed
and a black sergeant headed
to
this
article.
for Arkansas. This physically,

a

Tony Ha.wk, Buckv La ek,
Rune Glifberg and e'en
one of
e Jackas es,"
Bam Margera.
You can e\en
skate
'Ith
unlo k d pia
characters
such as Darth
Maul
or
Wolverine.
As you
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Metal band Sevendust re
By Shane Greenfarb
staff 'Writer
For hardcore metal fan on the Grand Strand, the
April 24 how at the Hou e of Blue is a mu t- ee.
ev ndu t, ac ompani d bv Br akingpoint and oiL,
i cheduled to br k om
tring and blo \' ome
am p . Thi band had a h avy und rground fol1O\ '1ng
befor ri ing 0 the mind and ear of m t 1 fan
\ 'orld rid
ith u
ful un
Ith Ozz e t and
Tattoo th Eanh.
r ndu t formed in 1994 a era\] pac. Aft r
p r I ting I gal probl m and a ingl on the "Mortal
Kombat: Mor Kombat" oundtra k,
h band
chang d heir n III to
'ndu and r I a d th Ir
elf-titled d but to mu h fanfar on
T In 1997.
The album TO to numb r on
and earn d th map t on th
Ozzfe t that ummer.
It wa in 1 99 tJ1at the ban
mor main tream crowd \ rith th If ophomor Ibum

A elica b ief
BioI
ervi e
a i tant editor
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Diaz's 'Sweetest Thing' finds romance in all wrong p a e
By Ruth Marcus
Columbia University
(U-WIRE) NEW YORK - "The
Sweetest Thing" is the story of
Christina \Valters' (Cameron Diaz)
untidy love life. The bigge t mess, however, is the movie itself.
Christina can get an man she wants
but she doesn't want any of those she
meets. She inform her roommate Jane
(Selma Blatr) she is better off having
lost her boyfriend of almost three years
because . he now can have all the fun
he ,vas missing. Rather than looking for
Mr. Right, Chri tina maintains, Jane
should follow h r xample and look for
Right. _0\ '.
he immediatel:
Mr.
change her tune, however, when h
fall for the requi ite one who got away.
To comfort Jane, Chn tina and her
best friend. Courtney (Chri tina
Applegate), take her to a club where
Christina trie to convince Jane to move
on by (quite literally) grabbing a guy for
her. Her attempt backfire, Thi man
(Thomas Jan ) i not 1I1tere ted in the
I eletal brunette and argue heated Iv
with Chri tina after she in ults him . H
is appare'ntly th onlv man in the lub
vho does not iI~1media ell find
Christina's harm irre j uble. and 0,

of
course,
becomes the primary love interest.
Christina runs into
him again later
that evening. and
the pair reconcil
their differences
through a bri f
conver ation. 'He
invite hri ina to.
join him in his
hotel room for a
bachelor part " but
going to the party'
would not fit into
Chri tina's
life
0
plan.
than accept
invitation, she goes
home, has a randy
sex dream vith
him a the star, and
continue
to
ob e
until
Courtney
force
h r to drive fiv
hour, era h
a
edding and thu
ee him again
A if this plot

hal -

'Titer
, ou h
and
appears
to
hav h rna urIty level of
Cartman
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ture. "
Je ica Davi on, a CU enior and avid diver, f el that
everyone should have the opportunity to experienc the b aut ' that can be found vhile di Ting~
"The beauty that can been while diving i unimaginable," Je sica aid. "Under the urface th re i a water world
filled with fabulou garden of coral reef: , sea fan , ponge
and other marine life that is more than a match for an r botanical garden."
Over three million American enio ' the port of recreational scuba diving.
cuba, an acronym for ' elf- ontain d
undenvater breathing apparatu " allow for practically anyone who can wim and d e not have a heart or lung impairment to enjoy the beauty and wonder that i found underneath the water's urface.
It is a sport for everyone whether young or old, male or
female.
"Anyone can do it," Angela Delane a C U nior, ' aid.
"I've een a 5-foot-6, ·350 pound man in a \ re uit b fore."
Angela ha been diving for the pa t five,y ar .and b lieve
that everyone should try it.
"You can L'lke it to so many different 1 vel such a ' cave
diving, deep diving, \ Teck diving and research diving," sh
aid. "You can take it to whatever comfort level you want."
Angela's comfort level ha been te ted only on e whil
undenvater. In a recent di e to a , Teck off of the 1arathon
Key in Florida, Angela and her buddie ' w 'nt to 110 feet.
"I just remembered tJ1e divemaster told u not to ta r at
110 feet for more than five minutes," Angela tated. "If ve
were down there for longer, he would call the d'e compre 'ion
chamber."
Well, Angela was down there \ 'ith her two dive buddie for
a few minutes and realized they needed to get up to a safer
depth. With one buddy narced out , Angela remained relatively calm and tarted to slowly a cend with her buddie ,
making the proper safety stop .
Being narced is short for nitrogen narcosi . Thi i an intoxicating effect that occurs when you breathe nitrogen under
high pressure. This happens when you dive deep, and varie
Symptom can include just being
from person to person.
totally calm and not a worry in the world to not knowing
which way is up.
Since I was the narced out buddy and just wanted to follow the big fishes. I appreciated Angela's leveI-headedness,
which is something that comes in handy when under 100 feet
of water.
Angela and I have had other adventures while diving.
Once, whl guess I live by dad's philosophy as well. "My goal
everyday is to piss someone off," he says.ile in Jamaica, we
were playing with what we thought wa a simple, harmless
stingray. After a few minutes of aggravating it, the ray decided he had enough and turned the tables. This three foot wide
underwater flier did a quick tum around Angela's fin and shot
T,

Some people can't hit a ball or shoot a basket. Others
don't find just running an enjoyable experience unless being
chased. These people find other ways to stay active and athletic.

GONE DOWN LATELY?
The underwater explorer, Jean-Michel Cousteau, son of
Jacque Cousteau, once said, "It's a whole different world down
there - filled with beauty, mystery, excitement, and adven-

By Rebecca Parker/ editor in chief

old, male or
senior, aid.
't before."
and believes
such as cave
diving," she
you want."
once while
Marathon
110 feet.

up to a safer
emlaUlea relaher buddies,

diving.
"My goal
Jamaica, we
harmless

for m ' leg. till totally obliviou to the danger we had ju
encountered, Angela and I tarted our a cent to he urface.
Once th re, everyone \ 'as talkin about ome el trk .ra-' that
had be n spotted. We just figured it \Va orne other animal
that we mis ed, but after hearing a de cription, \ 'e di co\~ered
that it \vas the little ray that we had aggra rated. Lu '1, we
had not been hocked by the hundred of volt of electricity
that the little guy can emit.
Most dive are not that adventurou or dangerou . I promise. Diving is really a relaxing, fun and safe sport. That i a
long as you are man about it.
People dive for man r rea ons. Whether it be for fun, for
money or for adventure, diving allows for you to 'p rience a
whole different world. And living on land i iu t dry.
"Diving is my e cape,"
athan Rood, a junior Engli. h
major, aid. "It's the only time 1 can escape the real world and
play around in a world that no one el e u ually ee. "

SWASHBUCKLING AND SWORDFIGHTI G
Beth Sharrer, a recent graduate of CCU, began fencing in
No, She doe n't build ~ nc ; Beth play with ;word .
The spon of swordfighting ha' been described a che with
muscle ," which suggests the complicated trategie of thru ts
and parrie .
"It' omething unusual that ha been around a long time,"
Beth aid. "It's ju t fun to carry on the tradition."
Fencing a a pon has been around ince around 1200 Be,
and in 1896, it became an official Olmpic sport. It remain
one of just ix sports to have appeared in every modem
Olympic Game.
The main object of fencing i to score 15 points, in direct
elimination play, or five point , in preliminary pool play, b r
scoring touches on your opponent. There are three weapons
used in the port of fencing: foil, epee and sabre. foil and
epee are pOint-thrusting weapons, and the sabre is a pointthrusting and cutting weapon.
Beth has honed her skills in just one weapon, the foil. To
score a touch, the tipe of her sword must strike her opponent
in the torso, from the shoulder to the groin. front and back.
In competition, a spring-loaded tip i attached to the point of
the sword and attached to a wire inside the blade. The fencer
also wears a body cord, which is inside the uniform. and connects the foil to a reel wire, connected to the scoring machine.
After only five months of swordfighting, Beth went to her
first competition and placed seventh in the 1998 South
Carolina fencing Competition.
Beth even started Coastal's fencing club a few years back.
but it has since folded.
"Coastal thought fencing was a dangerous sport and wouldn't let us practice in the gym." Beth said. "So we practiced in
the hallways of the Wall and Prince Buildings."
Some may think. that fencing could be dangers. You are
199~.

whackin 1 and poking each oth r with
metal tic ,but Beth argu thi mi
ception.
"I', never had a riou
~ ncing," he aid. "1"
ju t gotten a fi r
quarter ize brui e , and aft r I got a
Ie frebrea t plate, the brui
quent."
TJl hi tory of fencing and fencing
omp tition information "as obtained
from www.fencing.ne

WALKI G TO PA
THE TIME
Hiking i thought, b om , to
be a peaceful pa ing of th tim.
Iu t vandering in th '0 d and
being on with natur .
According to Brad aJ, a
CCU enior, it i al 0 a go d
form of
rei.
"I Ii
to hike becau e it
giv me a good, 'ork out," Brad
aid. "It' al 0 a g d down time
vith my elf."
Brad ha hi ed all 0 ' r th
uthea t region of the Unit d tate
including Maryland, Tenne e , and
We t Virginia. Over pring Br ak,
Brad was visiting ome fri nd in the
Smokey Mountains tr ring to figure out
omething to do. He just d cide one day
to try a 20 mil hike through the
Smokey'S. After parking hi tru and bi
riding to a trail head, Brad et off.
"1 gue I overestimated myself," Brad
said. "I went the last five mile in the dark
with no Iigh ...
Walking through a relativel unknown path in
the middle of the woods can be frightening.
Somehow Brad was able to find hi way.
"I was scared," he stated. "} just ept singing
out loud to deter any animals that might want
to eat me. And I really can't sing."
After graduation Brad plans to hike the
entire Appalachian Trail, from Maine to
Georgia.
T

(Right. from flOp to bottom) A fencer lunges for his opponent. Brad Sale poses for a quick picture before taking off on hi hike
In-the Appalachians. Another fencer blocks a shot to his head. Angela Delaney enjoys a nice diver in Jamaica.
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'kcharios "unveiling
mean that the
magazine is any thicker; it
means that the selection
process was much more
difficult and led to a higher quality Qf work than
ever before.
When Kayatta Scott,
"Archarios"
edi tor,
received the shipment
from
heriar
Publishing, she ran
down the hall to the
Committee
meeting like a kid
loose
in
a
Disneyland
style
candy store and
gave the lucky
few
in
that

approachi~g

done it alone. She had the help of
Minerd, the design editor, the assistant editor, the assistant design editor and Paul Olsen, who was there
to offer any advice that they may
have needed. They worked during
both semesters including spending
every day during
pring Break in
the office (affectionately called
"The Hole") and countless hour
after school into the wee hours of
the morning.
"I spent more time at the office
than 1 did at home," cott said. "I
spent more time with Regis than
with mv mom. But between the
four of us, there was a\'vesome team-

work, and it was all worth it to ee
the finished product."
Curious yet?
The "A rchari os "
unveiling will be on April 23 in the
Edwards Building center courtyard
from 3 to 6 p.m. That will be your
chance to catch your fir t glimpse
of the body of work from the mo t
talented arti ts and writer here at
Coa tal. It is well worth your tllne
to go and support the people who
worked very hard to give our little
community, this pecial gift.

pee
Although the
layout and

~=:~I!III:~~:~~~:~~~~
By • icole Service
a istant editor

om times
tudent<; get
0
burned out from writIng paper that
the thought of picking up a pen for
even one e,'tra mmute makes them
nearl: pas out.
ometlme
tudent do 0 many Powerpoint projects and
posterboards that even
doodling on the edges of not paper
is sickeninglv unappealing.
And then there are tho e talented tudent who cannot think of
anything that they would rather be
doing.
"Ar hario ," the annual literatur
and art maga.lin of Coastal, showca es orne of the best poetry, pro e
and artwork of .CU tudents. This
vear, the award winning publication
had doubl the amount of entri it
u ually
rec ives due to trategi
adverti mg and attentlOn-gra bing
po ter de Ign by graphIC artl t
Regis Minerd and EJ. Kerr. That

top cont
secret,
ntstruaret
that it is one of the most crcatlve and profes ional tudent
produced
publIcations in the
country.
This year' "Archario" stray
from previolls years In evervthing
from layout
to content.
The
2002 i ue is cutting edge, user
•friendly, innovative,
universal
and unique.
"Everything is different this
year," Scott said. "The iz, the
theme, even the medium it elf.
The whole theorv behind the
actual book l)a
hanged."
The art content is iu t as
strong if not more 0 than it ha
been in y ar<; pa t, but It is the
lit rature cont nt that ha been
renovated. Thi is undoubtedly
due to the high int re t 111 ubmittll1g work to be evaluated.
"Th art section has alway
been go d, but the lit. content
thi tnne is urpri ingly reative
and profes ional," cott said.
It va n t ea y 0 put together
a book of u h high quality, and
ott certainly could not have
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Performing Arts Serie ag a
By Candace Davis
staff writer
Two slices of pizza, a drink with refill and live musical entertainment for $1 per student...sound unreal?
Actually for Coastal students, this is a reality. For
a few select afternoons this semester, students were
given the chance to experience this exact setup in the
courtyard of the new Edwards Humanities and Fine
Arts -Building.
Headed by Dr. John avin (Director of pedal
Projects/Assistant Professor) and Lynn Franken (Dean
of Humanities and Fine Arts), these courtyard performances started at the beginning of the Spring 2002
semester. There have already been multiple performances this semester, with two dates remaining. On
April 24, the Coastal Carolina choir, headed by Anne
Denbow-Gilbert, will be performing. Tentatively
Vi rtuTrap , Coastal's band of four faculty members, is
set to perform on May 5 at 5 p.m.
Students as well as faculty feel the performances
have been a huge success. For the most part, the
weather has been nice and there has been a great
turnout for each show.
Navin feels that the Courtyard Series serves a various purposes. "The perform~ces have given students

and faculty a chance to mingle and
talk outside the normal classroom
settings and office appointments.
They have also given Coastal a way to
make use of the newly built
Humanities building and courtyard
while showcasing student and faculty
I)1U ical talent."
The Courtyard Performing Arts
Serie has not only delighted studen s
\ rj th the chance to eat pizza ana hang
out for virtually nothing, but has
moti ated faculty to make use of the
new additions to the campus.
; Franken looks fonvard to more
performances and the chance to interact with students and fellow faculty
members. "Everyone loves the ne~
Humanities building and its many
possibilities for use. With more gath-

A jazz ensembles pays for the crowd on a sunn afternoon

eringsofboths~dentsandfucult~we ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

can utilize the facility as not o~ly a
classroom. but also as a stage to entertain and educate. "
If 'ou are interested in any of the dates listed above
for p~rformances remaining this semester, watch for

flyers and posters announcmg the exact tim
) AI
dates (as they rna., chang due to weath r,
in the Fall 2002 sem t r, ta po t d on
planned dates for
performance .

~
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too something good on television

By Brian Martin and Nicole Service
editors

the day of the California presidential primary. Thu ,
by the end of the s 'a on of twenty-four episodes,
viewers will have experienced an entire day alongside
May sweep are about to begin, and in just a little Sutherland's Jack Bauer.
There is literally never a dull moment in thi series.
over a month, the results for the most popular show on
"Vhen
a character is driving somewhere, the narrative
the air this season will be in. However, the most popshifts
to
another character. At times, action unfolds
ular show does not ne es arily mean that it i the best
show. Brian and 'kole. two of the Chanticleer's mo t on pi it creens, reminding vie\ 'ers that everything IS
avid televi ion viewer. have their own .opinion about happening imultaneously.
There has never b en a shO\ to attempt what "24"
thi eason's show that you definitel.' will not hear
i
dOing,
and the real-time a pect of the how i
rom the average critk. So read up and then d ide
incredibly
effe tive. N'ith both Oenni Hopper and
for yourself.
Brian's favorit how: "24" (Tue da' at 9~OO on Lou Diamond Phillip joining the ca t for the final five
plsode , "24" ha officiallv become one of the be t
Fo.·). "24" I not onlv the b st new show of the eason, it is on of the mo t innovative eri s vcr. When shO\vs ever in my opinion.
'icole' fa orite how: "Scrub" (Tue -daY at 9:30
it se med the medium of tel",i ion wa going to
on
•
'Be). .. crubs" i a half-hour comedy that is
become nothing but a vacuou wa teland of identical
about
three fir t-year doctors, two in medicine and one
comedy s ries and "reality" how. Fox un eil d this.
in urgery, and their crazy h nanigan as they deal
drama.
The concept i'i that a federal agent (played by \ 'ith patients, nur e , janitors. bos es and, of course,
Keifer Sutherland) and hi counter-t rrori t unit have love interests. It is laugh-tra k free and relic on both
e.'actly one day to top the a as ination of pre iden- vi ual and intellectual humor to make it on of the
tial candidate David Palmer (Denni Ha bert) Ea h funnie t shows on tel vi Ion.
The udience is in Ide John "J.D." Dorian' (Zach
ne-hour epi ode 0 the cries chronicle an hour on
Braff) head through the cour e of the how. With
some 'J\llv McBeal" -e qu fanta v
sequence that grow old on other
shows, hi strengths and fla\v are
beautifully mesh d to form one of
the most original and yet b lievable
protagonists in television.
His
friends could be pigeon-holed into
"the minority be t friend," " he
overachieving uber-f male," and
"the heart less bos doctor," but
they always manage to stay fresh
with plenty of
urpri e thrown
into the mi.'.

'l(~re

than
xe than 35 transfer to four . . year, senior institutions.
J1sit our wehsite for tn()rt~ infonnt!ticn,
Ftorencc~Darli!1gton Te('hnk~ll

P. (). Box 100548
Ftoren~e S,C:. 29,01·0=)48
L8OC\228. 5745. ext. 8030

\V\VV~1.fdtc.edll/coastal
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An ' one of the characters could be the kid who its
next to you in biology, and it is that honest' that
make this funny how more than ju t ' ." r sitcom.
I will give Brian a conces ion. I h~
lard nothing but good things about "24," but. it is on at the
same time as "Scrubs," and ince I tarted watching
mine first, what am I suppo ed to do?
I gue s I'll wait for the box et OVO.
Here are a ~~w note on other hows that you might
like to know.
ICOLE: "Friend" end d la t ea on m real tIm ,

/,110(0 courtcsy

of NBCMV

Mfri nds" Monica. Rachel, and Chandler re elve some peculiar news

and they returned to that with the Thanksgiving
episode. VVhen Rachel has h r baby, he \,ill have
been pregnant fo over a year.
BRIA T: "Smallvill .. i my runner-up for best show
of the sea on. When I fir t heard about it, I wa afraid
it would be a "Dawson' Creek" ver ion of the
Superman mythos I love so much. I was very surpri d
by -how excellent this ries turned out, and it keep
getting b tter.
'I .OLE and BRIA. :
·g;;1S'mzm(?;mE~~17i71~'7;'T'rT7r:-"-:"''"'7'''-r-~~ ''ALIA'' 1
another good
show this ea on. It is complicated, twi ted, intelligent
and ju t outlandi h enough
to keep things intere ting .
• I OLE and BRIA :
We like "The 0 bourne . '
It's hilarious, ridi ulou and
innovative.
But plea ,
we're begging you, don't try
to do thi \vith another
elebritv familv.
0 one
to watch "Th

are just the humble opmions of two fans, 0
obviou ly you are till fr
to bcli ve and watch whatpllot(l COIl11C9i of NBCMF ever you want. But if you
over
surpri
e. _ _ _ _ _ are one 0 f t h many w h0
__________
_an
_unpleasant
____
__
ays that there is nothing
1 'like this show because it i
good on TV, pi k up on of our f vorite shows.
ea y to imagine that you are living
And remember, on Tue day night, it's hard to go
in the _ame world as these people. wrong.

all semester!
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NO'R oseo 'PES
Aries (March 2 I-April 19): A new love interest is way past the horizon and
approaching your front door at breakneck speed. The only problem is that you are
not sure if this person is right for you or if you like him/her even at all. Give this
person a chance. It is not guaranteed to last (though that does not mean that it
absolutely will not). but it \vill be one of the most fun relationships of your life.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): Yes, you have Spring Fever. Everyone does, but
that does not mean that it is okay to write down all your responsibilities, put them
i a bottle, and watch them float away in the ocean as you work on your tan. This
is a fun time of the year, but your schoolwork will catch up to you. So if you don't
want to spend your entire summer in classrooms, buckle down now.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): Trying to lead about eight different lives at once
can be trying, especially for someone who normally has as many personalities as
the entire cast of Friends. Instead of letting that wear you out, utilize it. You can
be a totally different person at work from when you are hanging out with your
friends as long as you remember your true self in your own heart.
. Cancer (June 21-July 23): Everything seems to get you down lately. from your
family to your friends, and you feel like the world is against you sometimes. News
flash: it ain't nQ more against you than it is against anyone else. There is no reason to always be upset over the pettiest things. SQ instead of letting them get you
down, try concentrating on the brighter side of life and you'll feel much better.
Leo (July 24-Aug. 22): Right now, it is painfully obvious that college is never
going to get any easier and is never going to end. However, we both know that
cannot be true. There is an end in sight even if it seems light years away. Be persistent and do not stop trying to do your best because then you will be the one
equipped for the business world when it is time to enter it, not the people who it
seems like everything comes naturally to who do not have to work.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): People in positions of authority are trying to push
you around, but under no circumstances can you let them. If someone who
believes he possesses some sort of power over you is treating you like a flippin'
moron, it is high time you let them know just how capable and intelligent you truly
are even if it means going to the mat for your beliefs.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22): It is okay to complain to your friends sometimes,
most of the time even, but there comes a point when you have to stop. Yes. they

IY: ASTROLOOY OURU

care about you and want your life to go well. but .when you bitch about things that
are silly and inconsequential. your friends will stop listening to you, and for good
reason. Maybe take a few minutes of quiet time to find out what is happening in
their lives.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Life seems to be in order right now (finally), but
something that happened in the ndt-so-distant past is about to come full circle and
punch you hard in the face. Before it gets to that point. you should attempt to
correct the problem or make amends with whoever is causing it. Maybe .'ou do
not think it is all your fault, but remember that there are approximately 2,581
sides to every story... yours cannot be the absolute truth.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Now that you are feeling more like your usual
self and living a healthier lifestyle, maybe it is time you branch out a little. Put in
a bit more effort in each of your classes; do something nice for a good friend who
is always there for you; give the peeps back home a ring and let them know that
you are thinking of them. The last time I checked, scientists were still saying that
the earth revolved around the sun, not around you.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. -19): Uncertainty about the future. either in a few
years or a few weeks. can be stressful. but there are ways to cope with that. Make
a plan for yourself by the week so that it does not seem like things are creeping up
on you. Set both short-term and long-term goals in order to feel like you are working towards something rather than just meande~ing to an indefinite end.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Your new "don;t-take-no-crap-from-nobody" attitude may be working for now, but you will not be able to keep it up for long. The
fact is that you are an unselfish person who cannot simply ignore people who need
your help. The fact also is that there is nothing wrong with that. Yes, you open
yourself up to more heartache by being so giving, but you are also rewarded ten
times over for being so generous even if it does not seem that way yet.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): You are excited about the prospects of tomorrow,
but that does not mean you should burn the bridges you have spent the last few
years building. It is easy to just say "screw 'em" when people make you angry. but
if they were any sort of friends before. it is probably worth your time to give those
friendships one more chance before throwing them in the circular file.
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FROM THE SGA OFFICE

FAREWELL FROM THE EDITOR

Well, we made it! Thi is be a more efficient SGA.
I would also like
the last Chanticl er
to take this time
issue of .the chool
to congratulate
yea • I t has b en a
all the seniors
pleasure working
that will be
with
the
graduating in
Chanticleer
a matter sevstaff as a vehieral days.
cle to inform
wish you luck
the
student
in
future
body regarding
endeavors.
I
campus affairs.
hope' that you
Your SGA is workalways rememing hard for you
ber your e. periand wiII continue to
ences at Coastal
do so. The e.·ecutive
and
as
a
boa ju t completed
Chanticleer.
You
a week long confl:fPRESIDENT
will be mis ed.
ence in Miami. I feel
this conference wilf BRIAN NUNEZ
Brian Nunez
allow the e.'ecutive
SGA President
board to not only meet the
students needs better, but to

SGA

NOAH'S CRAZY HEAD
I

I had my t levision on E! ,
and I forgot to change it when
a 1 the sudden
thi show
comes on called "Search
Party." Being that it was E!,
and it wasn't the Howard
Stern how, I knew it wa
going to be lousy already.
Little did I know just how
awful it was going to be.
This show consists of men
and women running around
on different beaches around
the world in their bathing
suits and playing idiotic
games
for apparently no
prize.
I must admit, I am horribly, horribly jealous of the
person who created this show.
Imagine, if you will, someone
telling his or
her parents
"Mom, Dad, I'm dropping out
of college, and instead of
being a doctor, I'm going to
travel to different beaches
around the world and get
paid by somc television network to play soccer with
coconuts."

Imaginc the looks on their
face when this goal became a
reality.
Don't try to find a meaning bchind the women in
bathing suits having chicken
fights in the pools of orne
Jamaican resort, there is none.
This show, much like my
review of it, has absolutely
nothing to offer society. It's
so lame, it makes Baywa!ch
seem almost too intelligent.
My point is that unle s you're
walking by in the background
of this show or you slept with
someone who is, there's no
point in watching it. It's like
your own home videos that
you never watch, only with
people you've never met, having a hell of a lot more fun
than you ever did.
In other words, it's torture. Avoid this show at all
costs, and 'search' for somcthing else.
Noah Byrne

staff writer

It's all coming to an end now. In a few
weeks, I will no longer be editor of The
Chanticle r, I will no longer be a Coastal student, and I will no longer bc in Myrtle Beach.
This may sound a little cliche, but I'm going to
use it anyway. This chapter will be closing in
my life hortly, and a new one will just bc beginning.
I've been sitting here racking my brain for
some time now on really what 1 want to say in
my final thoughts. I could just blast all the people or groups of people that have angered me,
but really what good would that do? And I
don't think I have enough room for that. So
instead, I've decided to pass on a few tidbits of
knowledge that I have gained while being an
cditor.
Therc will always be pe'ople that complain
and get rnad. You can't plea e everyone, and it
is no use trying. At first thc criticism bothered
me, but then I realized that really I would not
be doing a good job if there were no complaining. I gue I have learned livc by Dad's philosophy. "My goal everyday is to piss someone
off," he says. It's not that I tr', but it just
always happens. By prc enting the news, you
take the good with the bad, and you most likely will offend or anger someonc in the proces .
Therc i bad ne\,vs and ther is good new , and
both should bc pre ented. You can't ju t pi k
and choose what kind of news to print. That
wouldn't be fair.
Along the e same lines, I have noticed a sort
of disease that runs rampant at Coastal. There
are always pcople complaining, but none ever
offer advice or help. It's called constructive criticism, people! You can sit there and criticize all
you want, but it really it doesn't do any good
unless you can help make a difference, offer
assistance. give advice, or come up with a new
idea. Don't you think that we [the newspaper
staff) sit here and brainstorm for ways to better
this publication both in writing and design?
We've tried everything, but there is always
someone that thinks it's not good enough.
Well, if you can do better, then I dare you to try.
Next, I have learned that people come in all
sorts. You've got your quiet ones, loud ones,
obnoxious ones, arrogant ones, crazy ones and
those that you just don't know what is going on
in their head ones. I think I've dealt with them
all this past year. Each one requires pedal handling, and I figure if I can deal with the variet '
of people at Coastal, I can deal with anyone.
Also, there will always be someone who lets
you down. Just expect it. I know this may be
a pessimistic point of view, but once it happens
every deadline weekend, you just sort of get
used to it. On the other hand, there will be that

person that hines and helps you get through all
the bullshit.
For me, this per on would be i ole ervice.
Some people can't stand her and hate her writing, but he has been my savior. She ha been
in that office ju t about as much as I ha e.
When I want to pull my hair out on deadline
weekends, she keeps me calm. Nicole manages
to not only write almost every article in the
new paper but also copy edit, layout page , and
keep me laughing. I really just can't ay enough
about this girl! I see Nicole more than I ee my
own roommates and best fri nd, but she has
only gotten on my nerves twice! She always
peaks the truth, and she ha taughL me so
much.
Because of
icole, I think, I have
become a tronger person. I stand up for myself
and don't really care what ?thers think. If I
may teal a quote from , icole, I would like to
tell her, "You're the grenade, girl!" You are the
only one that I would tru t taking over this
newspaper, and J know you will take it to new
heights. Iu t watch your back!
Okay, moving on. Since 1 have already tarted the thank. 'ou's, I will continue on that
track. I'll try not to sound too much like an
Academy Award winner's p ch, but I can't
promi e anything.
The Office of Student Activities ha been a
major supporter of Th Chanticleer. You may
not agree with everything w write, but you .
always stand behind u . Matt, DeOlme, Kathy,
and \-Vanda have always been upportive and
tried to help in any way they can. Matt even
teaches our class!
SGA, Coastal Productions, STAR, and all
the other organizations on camp~s, I thank
'ou.
0 matter what anyone else says, there
really is a great group of students that care
about Coastal and try to improve it. You
should all be thanked by every faculty, staff
member and student here. It is frustrating, I
know, and you have all done a wonderful job.
Kayatta, the Archarios goddess, and Regis,
the king of all designer ,you guys just rock!
You both have always been there for support
and backrubs·. Thank you.
I'm sorry, but I just don't have room to
thank and mention everyone. And if anyone is
still reading, they probably want me to wrap it
up.
So that's it. It's done, fini hed, completely
and utterly ending! What a good feeling.
Don't get me wrong, I've loved every minute of
it. But it is time for me to move on.
Rebecca Parker

editor-in-cltief
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NBA Playoffs cou d be s
Conference have been proclaimed. The e' J r e.
et , \vith a current record of 50-28, have von their
first ever Atlantic Divi ion ti Ie. Th v al 0 marked
It is almost time for the 2001-2002 NBA playoff. another franchise first b r racking up 50 win. Last
It ha ~ been aver' interesting year, marked \\rith the sea on, they only won 26 games, so eem li e the parreturn of none other than Michael Jordan himself. He . it..: of the , FL might be coming 0 'er to the ,BA
et
beat all odds in making a tremendou omeback with Thi accomplishm n i 'er' impre i" for th
With
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on
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I
ading
he,
a:,
thl
oung
team
h
the Washington vVizard. He had ome rough time
of
hope
heading
mto
the
pIa.
'off
.
a
lot
thi~ year, but he al 0 had some crreat ones. Although
They are currentl r battling wIth th 0 h r dl I Ion
Jordan i out for the remainder of the sea on due to
an injury and th \\'izard will mo t likely no be in , rinner, th Oetroi PI ton , for the bes r ord m h IT
the playoffs, Jordan's ac omplishmen s this year can- conference. Th PI ton aT urrentl 4-7-31 and hr e
ames behind the ets for the top ~ d m
not go unnoticed
nce ith onl: four an e 0 go I
onfer
Michael Jordan was definitel r the hot tory thi
do m the retch
mtere
ting
ea on. Jordan would get slamm~d b: cntics when he
1\'\0
oth
ream in th Ea tern onfer; n
The
did poor!' and prai ed "hen he did ,'ell
0
a ell. h Boston Cell and
linch d pIa 0
Wizard ,a a team, did better than mo t people
expect d. Th \' tarted in big lump gomg JU t 3-10. Orlando agic For th mos part I onI h Pa r
Then Jordan publicly announced that th y "stink," on th out ide looking in b hind th Rap or and the
Milwaukee Buck for the final pot. I 1001 a if it '\ill
and a fire lit in the \Vizards a they reeled off I I win
orne do\\m to th la t game of the ea on to get the
in just 13 game. Their efforts slowly faded when
Jordan got injured and the 10. es began to stack up. final pla:off pot ecured.
In the We tern Conference, thing appear to be a
He did come back after being gone for a few \'eek
All the playoff spots ha 'e been din hed.
bit
clearer.
and had one more big game of the ea on before decidbut
no
division
titles have b en a "arded. Th re are
ing to hang up the jersey for the re t of the year. As
'ry
tight
race
going on in both di 'iSlOn. In the
of right now, the \'\lizards are 36-43 with just three
Midwe
t
Divi
ion,
he Dallas Mavencks and the an
games to go. Playoffs are out of reach, but comparing
them to just last season, there wa definitely improve- Antonio pur are \vithin just a half game of one
ment and something to \'ork with now. No one another. Either one of the e team could take e di ,jsian. The Timhen 'olves and the Jazz have al 0
knows if Jordan will be back next year.
clinched
a spot but are out of the dIVi jon rac
This sea on, the Wizards finally played as a team,
In the Pacific Division, it is looking more and more
but it was more than just Jordan that made the
Wizards better. So, as the attention on the Wizards like the acramento King are going to ta e the dl rislowly fades a'....a '. everyone can focus on the best sion a\ 'ay from he Laker . Th Lakers have owned
this division the pa t couple of years, but the King are
teams in the league as they gear up for the Playoffs.
As of right now, two division winners in the Eastern ea ill' looking lIke the favorite to challenge the La ers
for the championship. The/ own a four game
lead with only four gam to go. Th IGng n ed
to just win one more game to clinch the
Divi ion. the best record in the league and home
court advantage. Ha ring the hom our ad 'antacre i
omething :ou ju can no 0 erloo
when VOL are going In 0 the Pla.'o . The oth r
two pot from th Pa Ifl Divi ion are fille up
by the Trailblazer and tl1e uper oni .
The pIa 'off tart on April 20, and that 1
, ,hen the rea) xcit ment begin ,e n If 'ou ar
not an • 'BA fan. The pla.'of in an r port
bring out a pe ia1 ~ eling m th aIr and can JU t
c.aptivate 'our at ntion. Thi V ar, \rj h It a uaU ' seemingl ' po ible that a 'team other than
the Lakers might win it all, could iu t b enough
to get people to wa ch.
ot to av th L er
ill
are not, or were no , a great team, bu i i
e 'citing to ee someone ne, ' take t e ero m.
lt definil I ' looks lik it could e rer' in ere ting thi e~r in he Playoff \ 1th o~ new
paruCipan • that e have"'" not en in a "hife.
:.'.:,:;, .•".:".::".·:.c:::.H With the
ets and the Celtlcs joining, as, reB a
the uper onies, ther could be orne unexpected results. There i alway that sleeper team no
"lloto counest of KRT Cam!'u one expects to do anything, and jus kind of
Kobe Bryal\l of tht" 2000 and 2001 NBA champion LA Lakers will have hiS work
comes out of nowhere. Keep in mind the ew
cut out for him if he plans on beating the Sacramento Kings on the road to a
England Patriots from the FL; no one expected
By Mike Pohlman
for The Chanticleer

threepeat.
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Golf ends regular season,
prepares for next .
By Emerson Dyer
staff writer
It has been a year of improvements for the Chanticleer golf
teams.
Improvements in team
depth throughout both lineups
seemed to be the key to their seasons, so far. I say so far because
the regular season is over for both
teams, and all that is left is the
postseason, meaning the Big
South Conference Championship,
NCAA Regionals and the NCAA
National Championships.
Bpth teams head into their
respective postseasons on good
strokes. The men's team finished
th'ro in their most recent to urn ament, the Bradford
Creek
Invitational, and the women's
team won their mast recent tournament,
the
Catamount
Intercollegiate, and made a little
bit of history along the way
Their first round team total of 294
was good enough, by a whopping
eight shots, to set the new single
round team record, topping the
302 that they put together in midMarch. Their second round 295
added up to a 589 and another
school record.
Their is no doubt in second
year coach Allen Terrell's mind
that this season (so far) has been
one of improvements. "We've definitely improved, and we showed
a lot of depth this year."
A lot of depth is a bit of an
understatement. Everyone in the
starting lineup shot 68 or lower,
had at least one top 5 finish and
averaged 75 or less. The team
average is also five shots lower
than last year.
"Some teams wih through
d pth," said Terrell. "Some teams
win through a star. Every tournament we've had someone different
step up and lead us. We are by no
means a one man team."
The men's team has finished in
the top 6 in eight out 10 tournaments this year. They finished in
the top 3 in four of their tournaments, and they have not shot
over 299 this semester.
Then again, they have not
been able to come away with the

direction.
evidently elusive W
The team GPA is
"We definitely haven't peaked . improving. and if we play well in
yet. Hopefully we're saving our Conference,
Regionals
and
best golf for conference and Nationals, then we have a great
chance to be a preseason top 25
regionals," Terrell said.
And maybe nationals.
The next year."
The season has been going well
team normally relies on a win in
the Big South Conference over on the women's side, too.
Championship to send them to They have finished in the top 6 in
regionals. This year they find five of their eight tournaments.
themselves in a different position. Leading the way this year have
Right now, they stand tied for been freshman Tamara-Page Jones
eighth in their district. The top and junior Morgan O'Banion.
ten teams from each region receive The two have finished one and
automatic bids to the Regional two (but in no particular order)
tourney. If they hold their position for the team in all of their tournaand receive that bid without hav- ments this year. Seniors Cheryl
ing to win the conference, they Seamans and Page Landry also
will be the second team in Coastal made contributions ' throughout
history to advance to NCAA play- the year.
"The seniors really stepped it
offs in such fashion.
up
this
year, and of course Morgan
.
Mter the postseason, it is time
to start thinking about next year. and the two freshmen (Page-Jones
The loss of the two seniors, and Natalie Cruse) played very
Alexandro Larrazabal and Ricardo well," Coach Brian Ashley said.
The team actually improved
Bescansa, will leave the team's
12
shots altogether in a year's
leadership jar emptier.
"We're going to have the talent time.
A week before the team's
next year. My concern is leader, ship," Terrell said. "We need record breaking performance up in
someone to take that role. We're the mountains, they gained some
momentum
in
losing Alex and Ricardo ... you conference
can't replace people like that. We Wilmington by defeating all of
need someone to fill their void their Big South Conference rivals.
"That was really good for the
and take over their leadership
women to see that they could beat
qualities."
Possibilities for the refilling of everyone (in the Conference),"
the leadership jar include starters said Ashley.
And the men are not the onlv
Dale Ketola, Rafael Vera and Pat
Stolpe, along with a talented ones that will be receiving new talfreshman class that redshirted this ent next year. The women's team
year. There will also be a fresh new will gain what Ashley calls three
recruiting class joining the afore- strong talents.
"We have some players coming
mentioned, including Matthew
Bennet, Chris
Halkavitz, in with a lot of tournament experiMatthew
Mills
and
Brett ence," Ashley said. "I think they
. Gallinger. Bennett, from Cheraw, will fit right in and make an immeSC, is the winner of eight junior diate impact."
The real test for both teams
tournaments.
Halkowitz,
of
Johnson City TN, is
the comes April 14-16 in Sea Trail
the BSC
Tennessee Junior Champion and when they host
Unfortunately,
ranked 157 in the nation. Mills, Championship.
coming all the way from London, the Chanticleer is printed before
is said to be the top junior in the results of this tourney can be
England according to the Royal posted. The men's team enters as
and Ancient Golf Union. And the number one seed, and the
Gallinger of Harlan, IA was for- women's team is ranked third in
conference.
Check out
merly the Iowa Junior Champion the
for
and currently attends Indian Hill www.coastal.edulathletics
detailed results.
Junior College.
"We're headed in the right

Tennis success
at the end of
the season
By Nicole Service
assistant editor

On April 6, senior Emma Kidd got her 200th collegiate victory as the CCU women's tennis team posted
a 6-1 victory over Davidson College. Kidd, the three
time BSC Player of the Year, now has a record of 11117 in
singles and 89-20 in doubles.
Medina
Bajrambasic, Dana Goffin, Maria
Matrika and
Stephanie Koot all had individual victories as did all
three Coastal doubles teams.
The next afternoon, the Lady Chants traveled to
Charlotte to play the 4gers. Five out of the six singles
players and the same doubles teams of KiddlMatrika,
BajrambasidGoffin and KootlLara Lendemann all won
their matches in the 6-1 victory. As of April 1 I, the season record for the team is 14-4.
The women's tennis team is already getting ready for
next season. On April 10, CCU signed Petra Jantti, a
native of Finland who is currently ranked junior second
in the country, and Rosemary Younger, an Atlanta high
school senior who has her team poised to win a fourth
consecutive state championship.
The men's tennis team has also been putting in the
extra effort at the end of the season. On April 4, they
traveled to Hartsville to play Coker College. Arnaud
Caffin, Oscar Gomez, Gautam Padmahaban, Nathan
Forester and Jean-Phillippe Cloutier all won their singles matches, and the teams of Caffin/Gomez, El
Bouzkouri/Cloutier, and Forester/Padmahaban swept
doubles play. Mter a rain out against the Citadel on
April 10, the men's tennis team record stands at 9-7.
Coach Jody Davis is optimistic heading into the
BSC Tournament at the end of this week. "The
women's team won last year, so they're looking to
repeat, but we'll have to play some great tennis to do so.
The men are a little banged up with injuries, but we're
hoping to go there and make some noise."
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Softball enters BSC To __ _

By Justin Gardner
sport editor
On April I I , the Lady Chan s' p
the visiting Franci Marion squad in
the double header match up here at
CCU. The visiting Patriot, now 2917, kept the game close, but th 18-15
Chants were able to pull off the veep.
In game one, Coa tal jump d off to
a lead in the bottom of the fourth
inning. Senior Jennifer Schmidt ingl d
to right center which cored t ammate

more hom gam
of th
Big
Tournament. Game two of a thr

Cheerleaders falter a
By Rebecca Parker
editor-in-clriej
In their econd appearance at th
Chi k-Fil-A Cheer and Dance
ollegiate ham pion hip, th eoa al
quad finished ixteenth in their diviion Thi is an improvement over last
rear' seventeenth pIa e finish.
The lacl<1uster finish is du to
point deduction becaus of rul sand
regulations. lllegal maneuvers such as
free flying flips from toe pitche and
pHt catches that are deemed dangerEarher in the sea on, the CC
ous are considered illegal and result in
a deduction of points if performed. the Coastal fans
Coastal's squad was unaware of one
by sen d'mg mas
.
kill'd
s VI eo WI'th t urn bl'mg
such prohibited
stunt that resu Ite d h cavy stunts an d 0 th er h'Igh -fl ymg
. acu' on. 0 nee
.
dedUCtIons.
at the competition each squad has two
The squad qualified for the competition an d a h aIf mmu
. tes' +LO peuorm
...£
thelr
. f'OU-

next

ar.

1J acl< still trajning, entering to rname t
By Taurean Davis
staff writer

On a typical morning when most
CCU students are still sleeping before
those early morning classe , eager track
and field athletes are training vigorously
by either jogging, weightlifting or aerobic
exercising. Why? Because training is a
fundamental element of the track and
field
team's continued success.
specially lately, since the Big South
Tournament in Virginia is quickly
approaching.
"I believe we are ready for the tournament," said men's head coach Andrew
Allden. "We have such a well-rounded
combined ( m~n and women) team with
competitive athletes in every event.
That is a major part of us doing so well."
The track and field team of Coastal
has had a tremendous year thus far.
Many records have been broken or met
locally and nationally. The forces that
keep CCU on the cutting edge of the
track and field scene are many. To name
a few, Amber Campbell, a junior and

three time All-American from Indiana,
who has undoubtedly rocked the track
and field world, topping charts statewide
and nationally; Testa Marilyn and
Courtney Samuel continue to dominate
in events such as the hurdles, the high
and triple jump. These two ladies are
two of even who qualified for the Penn
Relays, one of the top meets in the country. The seven qualifiers are the most in
CCU history.
Another force that helps lead CCU is
actually a duel force: Mike and Matt
Boden. The Boden brothers are two
throwers on the track and field team,
and their bond has made them a tough
team to handle in this state and beyond.
Mike and Matt placed 1 and 2 respectively in the South Carolina State
Championships at USC in Columbia.
"It's just like in high school," aid
Matt. " My brother and J always took the
top two positions in our high school
careers. It's great to see us back in
action."
This year is the fir t year since 1998
that the two brothers have had a chance

to compete together. r--~!:'"'"'"!I___- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
With their age difference they have been
separated by high
school and college.
"Not only have the
two of us worked
extremely hard all year,
but the entire team
has," said Mike. "The
first meets are tune ups
for the Big South
Conference. • This is
where it all matters."
Women's track and
field assistant coach,
Carrie Lane agrees. "All
the players have been
pushing themselves a Two CCU track athletes race towards the finish line in a recent meet.
little harder lately. They
want to represent not
field team, Coastal has a rear that cannot
only themselves and the team, but be topped.
Coastal as an entire unit.
. Coach Allden added, " With only a
This year has been even better than few eniors leaving next y ar, the track
last year for the track and field team. and field team will continue with the traWith the success of individuals and the dition of this fine program in competidifferent events within the track and tions next year and beyond."

